Retail
Merchandising
Units (RMU’s)
from AJC Retail
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Modular & mobile retail
units, designed to fit any
shopping space.

Display
Unit

Shopping Centres
Retail merchandise units are a common sight in shopping
centres. Here, they are often located on the main
concourse, a position provides them with 360 degree
visibility. This excellent location not only ensures that
the units stand out, but that they are easy to access for
shoppers.
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Airports and Other Transport Hubs
Airports, train and bus stations are other very commons
locations in which you might find retail merchandise
units. These transport hubs attract a diverse range of
passengers, from holiday makers to commuters. The
needs of this disparate audience can have a high degree
crossover, making it possible to identify a product range
for a retailer.
Fairs, exhibitions and concerts
Arenas that host things like as fairs, exhibitions and
concerts may be empty between events. So it may not
make financial sense to locate a static shop here. Retail
merchandise units are mobile so can be moved in and out
as and when they are required.
Festivals and sporting events
Events such as these often take place in locations that
have been temporarily converted. This includes town
squares, city streets, and even fields. They can attract
many thousands of visitors at a time. While the audience
would generally be hard to reach for a static shop, the
manoeuvrability of a retail merchandise unit puts them in
grasp.

Retail

Experts in retail solutions.

Retail Merchandising Units (RMU’s)

Modular unit
components

Here are some RMU layout examples.

All units, MDF carcasses, MDF
laminated worktop with balancer,
ABS edging to all exposed edges,
adjustable feet and shelves.

All prices + VAT 20%

Box

MERCHANDISE RMU
Price: POA
Components used for this
unit:
2x Till Units
2x Corner Units
1x Display Cupboard
1x Round Corner Unit
1x Back wall Unit

BIG RADIUS
CORNER UNIT
Starting from
£1375

ROUND
CORNER UNIT
Starting from
£699

C-Shape

RETAIL DISPLAY UNIT
Price: POA

TILL UNIT

Components used
for this unit:
2x Big Radius Units
2x Display Cupboards
2x Round Corner Units
2x Till Units

Starting from
£1280

DISPLAY
CUPBOARD
Starting from
£1560

Central

MERCHANDISE RMU
Price: POA

STEPPED UNIT
Starting from
£1560

STANDARD
SHELF
CUPBOARD
Starting from
£1150

Components used
for this unit:
4x Stepped Units
4x Round Corner Units

BACK WALL
UNIT
Price: POA

VISUALISE YOUR RMU
The design process is critical to
taking your ideas to reality. The
design and layout of your unit and
selection of appropriate equipment
are critical to your business success.

Once we have a clear
understanding of your needs,
we will provide you with a line by
line quote along and discuss the
potential layout of your unit.

Retail
Trailers

Vans

Kiosks

Conversions

Once the order is finalised, we
can then produce a 3D drawing
giving you detailed information
for your approval, along with
presentation visuals if desired.
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